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Abstract
A characteristic pair is a pair (G, C) of polynomial sets in which G is a reduced
lexicographic Gro¨bner basis, C is the minimal triangular set contained in G, and C is
normal. In this paper, we show that any finite polynomial set P can be decomposed
algorithmically into finitely many characteristic pairs with associated zero relations,
which provide representations for the zero set of P in terms of those of Gro¨bner
bases and those of triangular sets. The algorithm we propose for the decomposition
makes use of the inherent connection between Ritt characteristic sets and lexicographic
Gro¨bner bases and is based essentially on the structural properties and the computa-
tion of lexicographic Gro¨bner bases. Several nice properties about the decomposition
and the resulting characteristic pairs, in particular relationships between the Gro¨bner
basis and the triangular set in each pair, are established. Examples are given to
illustrate the algorithm and some of the properties.
Key words: Characteristic pair, normal triangular set, lexicographic Gro¨bner basis, zero decom-
position
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1 Introduction
Systems of polynomial equations are fundamental objects of study in mathematics which occur
in many domains of science and engineering. Such systems may be triangularized by using
the well-known method of Gaussian elimination when the equations are linear. There are two
approaches, developed on the basis of characteristic sets [35, 47] and Gro¨bner bases [7, 12], which
can be considered as generalizations of Gaussian elimination to the case where the equations are
nonlinear. Following these approaches of triangularization, the present paper is concerned with
the problem of decomposing an arbitrary set P of multivariate polynomials into finitely many
triangular sets of polynomials that may be used to represent the set of zeros of P (or equivalently
the algebraic variety defined by P , or the radical of the ideal generated by P). This problem of
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triangular decomposition is conceptually simple, but computationally difficult, and to it satisfactory
algorithmic solutions are of both theoretical interest and practical value. The last three decades
have witnessed extensive research on polynomial elimination and triangular decomposition, which
led to significant developments on the theories, methods, and software tools for polynomial system
solving (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 20, 23, 25, 28, 34, 37, 38, 39, 46, 48] and references therein).
Along with these developments, triangular decomposition has become a standard approach to
studying computational problems in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry, a basic toolkit
for building advanced functions in modern computer algebra systems, and a general and powerful
technique of breaking complex polynomial systems down into simply structured, easily manageable
subsystems for diverse scientific and engineering applications.
To make our statements precise, we fix an order for the variables of the polynomials in question.
A triangular set T is meant an ordered set of polynomials whose greatest variables strictly increase
with respect to the fixed variable order. T is said to be normal or called a normal set if none
of the greatest variables occurs in the leading coefficients of the polynomials in T with respect to
their greatest variables. By a polynomial system we mean a pair [P ,Q] of polynomial sets with
which the system of polynomial equations P = 0 and inequations Q 6= 0 is of concern. It is called
a triangular system or a normal system, respectively, if P is a triangular set or a normal set and
Q satisfies certain subsidiary conditions.
Effective algorithms are now available for decomposing arbitrary polynomial sets or systems
of moderate size into triangular sets or systems of various kinds (regular, simple, irreducible, etc.)
[40, 42, 25, 31], though it is not yet clear how to measure the quality of triangular decompositions
and how to produce triangular sets or systems of high quality in terms of theoretical properties
(such as uniqueness, squarefreeness, and normality) and simplicity of expression (with lower degree,
smaller size, and fewer components, etc.). One way to obtain “good” triangular decompositions
is via computation of lexicographic (lex) Gro¨bner bases, where the lex term ordering determined
by the variable order ensures that the bases have certain triangular structures with nice algebraic
properties [6, 12]. For the zero-dimensional case, relationships between Gro¨bner bases and trian-
gular sets were studied in [29], leading to algorithms for the computation of triangular sets from
lex Gro¨bner bases based on factorization and the D5 principle [14]. More recently, an algorithm for
triangular decomposition of zero-dimensional polynomial sets has been proposed in [13], based on
an exploration of the structures of lex Gro¨bner bases. For polynomial ideals of arbitrary dimension,
the connection between Ritt characteristic sets and lex Gro¨bner bases has been investigated in [43];
(pseudo-) divisibility relationships established therein will be clarified and used in later sections.
The structures of lex Gro¨bner bases were studied first by Lazard [27] for bivariate ideals and
then extended to general zero-dimensional (radical, multivariate) ideals in a number of papers
[24, 21, 32, 13] with many deep results.
One kind of presumably good triangular sets is normal sets explained above, which appeared for
the first time as normalized triangular sets in [28] and later as p-chains in [20], and were elaborated
in [40, Sect. 5.2] and [15]. Normal sets and systems enjoy a number of remarkable properties and are
convenient for various applications, in particular dealing with parametric polynomial systems [8,
20, 40]. There are algorithms for normalizing triangular sets, and more generally, for decomposing
arbitrary polynomial sets or systems into normal sets or systems [40, 44, 31].
In this paper, we focus our study on what we call characteristic pair and characteristic
decomposition: the former is a pair (G, C) of polynomial sets in which G is a reduced lex Gro¨bner
basis, C is the minimal triangular set contained in G, and C is normal; the latter is the decomposition
of a finite polynomial set P into finitely many characteristic pairs with associated zero relations,
which provide representations for the zero set of P in terms of those of Gro¨bner bases and those
of triangular sets. Our main contributions include: (1) clarification of the connection between
normal sets and lex Gro¨bner bases via the concept of W-characteristic sets (introduced in [43]), (2)
introduction of the concepts of (strong) characteristic pairs and characteristic decomposition with
several properties proved, (3) an algorithm for computing (strong) characteristic decompositions
of polynomial sets, and (4) experimental results illustrating the performance of our algorithm and
its implementation.
The proposed algorithm, which makes use of the inherent connection between characteristic sets
and Gro¨bner bases for splitting, is capable of decomposing any given polynomial set simultaneously
into finitely many normal sets C1, . . . , Ct and lex Gro¨bner bases G1, . . . ,Gt with every Ci contained in
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Gi. It is proved that each Ci can be reduced to a Ritt characteristic set of the ideal generated by Gi
if it is not reduced (Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.15). It is also shown that a strong characteristic
decomposition can be computed out of any characteristic decomposition without need of further
splitting (Theorems 3.19 and 3.22).
After a brief review of Gro¨bner bases, normal sets, and W-characteristic sets in Section 2, we
will define (strong) characteristic pairs and (strong) characteristic decomposition and prove some
of their properties in Section 3, describe the decomposition algorithm with proofs of termination
and correctness in Section 4, and illustrate how the algorithm works with an example and report
our experimental results in Section 5.
2 Gro¨bner bases, W-characteristic sets, and triangular sets
We recall some basic notions and notations which will be used in later sections and highlight the
intrinsic structures of reduced lex Gro¨bner bases on which the main results of this paper are based.
For more details about the theories of Gro¨bner bases (also called Buchberger-Gro¨bner bases) and
triangular sets, the reader is referred to [3, 12, 40] and references therein.
2.1 Lexicographic Gro¨bner bases
A Gro¨bner basis of a polynomial ideal is a special set of generators of the ideal which is well
structured and has good properties. The structures and properties of Gro¨bner bases allow one to
solve various computational problems with polynomial ideals, such as basic ideal operation, ideal
membership test, and primary ideal decomposition. Introduced by Buchberger [6] in 1965 and
having been developed for over half a century [7, 22, 45, 18, 36, 16, 17, 19, 26], Gro¨bner bases have
become a truly powerful method that has applications everywhere polynomial ideals are involved.
Let K be any field and K[x1, . . . , xn] be the ring of polynomials in the variables x1, . . . , xn
with coefficients in K. In the sequel, we fix the variable order as x1 < · · · < xn unless otherwise
specified. For the sake of simplicity, we write x for (x1, . . . , xn), xi for (x1, . . . , xi), and K[x] for
K[x1, . . . , xn].
A total ordering < on all the terms in K[x] is called a term ordering if it is a well ordering and
for any terms u,v, and w in K[x], u > v implies uw > vw. In this paper we are concerned mainly
with the lex term ordering, with respect to which Gro¨bner bases possess rich algebraic structures.
For any two terms u = xα and v = xβ in K[x], we say that u >lex v if the left rightmost nonzero
entry in the vector α− β is positive.
Fix a term ordering <. The greatest term in a polynomial F ∈ K[x] with respect to < is
called the leading term of F and denoted by lt(F ). As usual, 〈{F1, . . . , Fs, . . .}〉 = 〈F1, . . . , Fs, . . .〉
denotes the ideal generated by the polynomials F1, . . . , Fs, . . . ∈ K[x].
Definition 2.1 Let I ⊆ K[x] be an ideal and < be a term ordering. A finite set {G1, . . . , Gs} of
polynomials in I is called a Gro¨bner basis of I with respect to < if 〈lt(G1), . . . , lt(Gs)〉 = 〈lt(I)〉,
where lt(I) denotes the set of leading terms of all the polynomials in I.
Let G = {G1, . . . , Gs} be a Gro¨bner basis of an ideal I ⊆ K[x] with respect to a fixed term
ordering <. For any polynomial F ∈ K[x], there is a unique polynomial R ∈ K[x] corresponding to
F such that F −R ∈ I and no term of R is divisible by any of lt(G1), . . . , lt(Gs). The polynomial
R is called the normal form of F with respect to G (denoted by nform(F,G)), and F is said to
be B-reduced with respect to G if F = R. The Gro¨bner basis G itself is said to be reduced if the
coefficient of each Gi in lt(Gi) is 1 and no term of Gi lies in 〈{lt(G)|G ∈ G, G 6= Gi}〉 for all
i = 1, . . . , s. The reduced Gro¨bner basis of I with respect to a fixed term ordering is unique.
Example 2.2 Consider P = {x1x2, x2x3+x21x2, x
2
3, x1x
2
4, (x
2
1x3+1)x4+x3x2x1} ⊆ K[x1, x2, x3, x4].
The polynomial set G = {x1x2, x2x3, x
2
3, x4} is a Gro¨bner basis of the ideal 〈P〉 with respect to the
lex ordering on x1 < x2 < x3 < x4. One can easily check that G is also the reduced lex Gro¨bner
basis of P .
Remark 2.3 The term B-reduced is an abbreviation of Buchberger-reduced for a polynomial
modulo a Gro¨bner basis. We use the prefix B to distinguish this term from the term R-reduced
(short for Ritt-reduced, defined below) for a polynomial modulo a triangular set.
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2.2 Normal triangular sets
Now let F be a polynomial in K[x] \ K. With respect to the variable order, the greatest variable
which actually appears in F is called the leading variable of F and denoted by lv(F ). Let lv(F ) =
xi; then F can be written as F = Ix
k
i + R, with I ∈ K[xi−1], R ∈ K[xi], and deg(R, xi) < k =
deg(F, xi). The polynomial I is called the initial of F , denoted by ini(F ). For any polynomial set
F ⊆ K[x], ini(F) denotes {ini(F ) | F ∈ F}.
Definition 2.4 Any finite, nonempty, ordered set [T1, . . . , Tr] of polynomials in K[x] \K is called
a triangular set if lv(T1) < · · · < lv(Tr) with respect to the variable order.
The saturated ideal of a triangular set T = [T1, . . . , Tr] is defined as sat(T ) = 〈T 〉 : J∞, where
J = ini(T1) · · · ini(Tr). We write sati(T ) = sat([T1, . . . , Ti]) for i = 1, . . . , r. The variables in
{x1, . . . , xn} \ {lv(T1), . . . , lv(Tr)} are called the parameters of T . A triangular set T is said to be
zero-dimensional if there is no parameter of T , and positive-dimensional otherwise.
Definition 2.5 A triangular set T = [T1, . . . , Tr] ⊆ K[x] is said to be normal (or called a normal
set) if all ini(T1), . . . , ini(Tr) involve only the parameters of T .
Example 2.6 From the Gro¨bner basis G = {x1x2, x2x3, x23, x4} in Example 2.2 one can extract two
triangular sets T1 = [x1x2, x2x3, x4] and T2 = [x1x2, x23, x4]. Both of them are positive-dimensional,
with x1 as their parameter. One can easily see that T1 is not normal, but T2 is.
Among the most commonly used triangular sets there are regular sets [39] or regular chains
[3]. A triangular set T = [T1, . . . , Tr] ⊆ K[x] is called a regular set or said to be regular if for
every i = 2, . . . , r, ini(Ti) is neither zero nor a zero-divisor in K[x]/ sati−1(T ). By definition any
normal set is obviously regular. It is proved in [3, 40] that a triangular set T is regular if and only
if sat(T ) = {F | prem(F, T ) = 0}.
A nonzero polynomial P ∈ K[x] is said to be R-reduced with respect to Q ∈ K[x] \ K if
deg(P, lv(Q)) < deg(Q, lv(Q)); P is R-reduced with respect to a triangular set T = [T1, . . . , Tr] ⊆
K[x] if P is R-reduced with respect to all Ti for i = 1, . . . , r. A triangular set T itself is said to be
R-reduced if Ti is R-reduced with respect to [T1, . . . , Ti−1] for all i = 2, . . . , r.
Denote by prem(P,Q) the pseudo-remainder and by pquo(P,Q) the pseudo-quotient of P ∈
K[x] with respect to Q ∈ K[x] \ K in lv(Q), and for any triangular set T = [T1, . . . , Tr] ⊆ K[x]
define
prem(P, T ) = prem(· · · prem(prem(P, Tr), Tr−1), . . . , T1),
called the pseudo-remainder of P with respect to T . Clearly, prem(P,Q) and prem(P, T ) are
respectively R-reduced with respect to Q and T . Similarly, we can define the resultant of P with
respect to T as
res(P, T ) = res(· · · res(res(P, Tr), Tr−1), . . . , T1),
where res(P,Q) denotes the resultant of P ∈ K[x] and Q ∈ K[x] \K with respect to lv(Q).
2.3 W-characteristic sets
From the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis G of any polynomial ideal 〈P〉 ⊆ K[x], one can extract the
W-characteristic set C of 〈P〉 defined below.
Definition 2.7 ([43, Def. 3.1]) Let G be the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of an ideal generated by
an arbitrary polynomial set P ⊆ K[x], and denote by G(i) = {G ∈ G| lv(G) = xi}. Then the set
n⋃
i=1
{G ∈ G(i)| ∀G′ ∈ G \ {G}, G <lex G
′},
ordered according to <lex, is called the W-characteristic set of 〈P〉.
The set in Definition 2.7 is also called the W-characteristic set of the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis
G for the sake of simplicity. By definition any W-characteristic set is a triangular set.
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Example 2.8 Clearly among the two triangular sets T1 and T2 extracted from the reduced lex
Gro¨bner basis G in Example 2.6, T1 is the W-characteristic set of 〈P〉, for x2x3 <lex x
2
3.
Definition 2.9 Let P be any finite polynomial set in K[x]. An R-reduced triangular set C ⊆ K[x]
is called a Ritt characteristic set of the ideal 〈P〉 if C ⊆ 〈P〉 and for any P ∈ 〈P〉, prem(P, C) = 0.
The W-characteristic set C of 〈P〉 is a Ritt characteristic set of 〈P〉 if C is R-reduced [43,
Thm. 3.3]. Further relationships between Ritt characteristic sets and lex Gro¨bner bases are estab-
lished in [43] with the help of the concept of W-characteristic sets.
For any polynomial P ∈ K[x] and polynomial set P ⊆ K[x], we denote by Z(P ) the set of
zeros of P in K¯, the algebraic closure of K, and by Z(P) the set of common zeros of all the
polynomials in P in K¯n. For any nonempty polynomial sets P and Q in K[x], we define Z(P/Q) =
Z(P) \ Z(ΠQ∈QQ).
Proposition 2.10 ([43, Prop. 3.1]) Let C be the W-characteristic set of 〈P〉 ⊆ K[x]. Then
(a) for any P ∈ 〈P〉, prem(P, C) = 0;
(b) 〈C〉 ⊆ 〈P〉 ⊆ sat(C);
(c) Z(C/ ini(C)) ⊆ Z(P) ⊆ Z(C).
The following theorem [43, Thm. 3.9] exploits the pseudo-divisibility relationships between
polynomials in W-characteristic sets (and thus between those in reduced lex Gro¨bner bases) for
polynomial ideals of arbitrary dimension, while other well-known structural properties of lex
Gro¨bner bases were established only for bivariate or zero-dimensional polynomial ideals. It is
these relationships that enable us to adopt an effective splitting strategy for our algorithm of
characteristic decomposition.
Theorem 2.11 ([43, Thm. 3.9]) Let C = [C1, . . . , Cr] be the W-characteristic set of 〈P〉 ⊆ K[x].
If C is not normal, then there exists an integer k (1 ≤ k ≤ r) such that [C1, . . . , Ck] is normal and
[C1, . . . , Ck+1] is not regular.
Assume that the variables x1, . . . , xn are ordered such that the parameters of C are all smaller
than the other variables and let Ik+1 = ini(Ck+1) and l be the integer such that lv(Ik+1) = lv(Cl).
(a) If Ik+1 is not R-reduced with respect to Cl, then
prem(Ik+1, [C1, . . . , Cl]) = 0,
prem(Ck+1, [C1, . . . , Ck]) = 0.
(b) If Ik+1 is R-reduced with respect to Cl, then
prem(Cl, [C1, . . . , Cl−1, Ik+1]) = 0
and either res(ini(Ik+1), [C1, . . . , Cl−1]) = 0 or
prem(Ck+1, [C1, . . . , Cl−1, Ik+1, Cl+1, . . . , Ck]) = 0.
Example 2.12 The W-characteristic set T1 = [x1x2, x2x3, x4] of 〈P〉 in Example 2.8 is not normal,
and one can find that [x1x2] is normal, but [x1x2, x2x3] is not (furthermore, it is not regular). The
initial x2 of x2x3 is not R-reduced with respect to x1x2, and one can check that prem(x2, [x1x2]) = 0
and prem(x2x3, [x1x2]) = 0, which accord with Theorem 2.11(a).
An obvious consequence of the first part of the theorem is that the W-characteristic set
contained in the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of a polynomial ideal, if it is regular, must be normal.
This implies that certain normalization mechanism is integrated into the algorithm of Gro¨bner
bases, so that triangular subsets of lex Gro¨bner bases are normalized as much as possible.
The condition on the order of x1, . . . , xn for C in Theorem 2.11 is needed, for otherwise the
theorem does not necessarily hold, as shown by [43, Ex. 3.1(b)]. In the latter case, one may change
the variable order properly to make the condition satisfied, so as to obtain the pseudo-divisibility
relations in Theorem 2.11. For polynomial ideals of dimension 0, their W-characteristic sets do not
involve any parameters and thus the condition is satisfied naturally. For the rest of the paper, we
assume that the condition is also satisfied for the positive-dimensional case where the structures
of lex Gro¨bner bases are rather complicated.
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3 Decomposition into characteristic pairs
In this section we discuss the decomposition of an arbitrary polynomial set into (strong) charac-
teristic pairs with associated zero relations and prove some properties about the decomposition.
A decomposition algorithm will be presented in Section 4.
3.1 Characteristic pairs and strong characteristic pairs
Definition 3.1 A pair (G, C) with G, C ⊆ K[x] is called a characteristic pair in K[x] if G is a
reduced lex Gro¨bner basis, C is the W-characteristic set of 〈G〉, and C is normal.
The following known results (Propositions 3.2–3.4) concerning normal sets are recalled, with
references or self-contained proofs, exhibiting some of the nice properties of characteristic pairs.
Proposition 3.2 For any zero-dimensional normal set N ⊆ K[x]: (a) sat(N ) = 〈N〉; (b) N is
the lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈N〉.
Proof As N is a zero-dimensional normal set, each ini(N) is a constant in K for N ∈ N . Then
statement (a) follows directly from the definition of sat(N ), and statement (b) can be derived
easily by using [12, Section 2.9, Thm. 3 and Prop. 4]. 
Proposition 3.3 ([33, Prop. 2.2]) Let N ⊆ K[x] be any positive-dimensional normal set with
parameters x˜ ⊆ x. Then N is the lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈N〉 over K(x˜).
Let T = [T1, . . . , Tr] ⊆ K[x] be an arbitrary triangular set with parameters x1, . . . , xd (d+ r =
n). For each i = 0, . . . , r − 1, write
T≤i = T ∩K[x1, . . . , xd+i] = [T1, . . . , Ti], I≤i = ini(T ) ∩K[x1, . . . , xd+i].
T is said to have the projection property if for any i = 0, . . . , r− 1 and any x¯i ∈ Z(T≤i/I≤i), there
exist x¯i+1, . . . , x¯r ∈ K¯ such that (x¯i, x¯i+1, . . . , x¯r) ∈ Z(T / ini(T )). Here empty T≤i and I≤i are
understood as {0} and {1} respectively.
Proposition 3.4 Any normal set N ⊂ K[x] has the projection property.
Proof Let N = [N1, . . . , Nr], and Ii = ini(Ni) for i = 1, . . . , r. Since N is a normal set, I≤i =
{I1, . . . , Ir} for i = 0, . . . , r. Thus for any i = 0, . . . , r− 1 and any x¯i ∈ Z(N≤i/I≤i), Ij(x¯i) 6= 0 for
all j = i+ 1, . . . , r, so there exist x¯i+1, . . . , x¯r ∈ K¯ such that (x¯i, x¯i+1, . . . , x¯r) ∈ Z(N/ ini(N )). 
Remark 3.5 In general regular sets do not have the projection property. Consider, for example,
T = [x2 − u, xy + 1] ⊆ Q[u, x, y], where Q is the field of rational numbers and u < x < y. Then u
is the parameter of T . Now T≤0 = I≤0 = ∅ and the parametric value u¯ = 0 ∈ Q¯ = Z(T≤0/I≤0),
but Z(T / ini(T )) = ∅ when u = u¯.
Proposition 3.6 Let C be the normal W-characteristic set of 〈P〉 ⊆ K[x]. If sat(C) = 〈C〉, then
sat(C) = 〈P〉.
Proof The proposition follows immediately from 〈C〉 ⊆ 〈P〉 ⊆ sat(C) (Proposition 2.10(b)). 
The reverse direction of Proposition 3.6, namely sat(C) = 〈P〉 implies sat(C) = 〈C〉, is not
correct in general. For example, G = {y2, xz+ y, yz, z2} ⊆ K[x, y, z] is a reduced lex Gro¨bner basis
with x < y < z: the normal W-characteristic set of 〈G〉 is C = [y2, xz + y], and one can check that
〈G〉 = sat(C), but 〈C〉 6= sat(C).
What is of special interest between G and C in a characteristic pair (G, C) is whether the equality
〈G〉 = sat(C) holds. This equality does hold when sat(C) = 〈C〉 (according to Proposition 3.6), but
the condition sat(C) = 〈C〉 does not necessarily hold as the above example shows. Moreover, it is
computationally difficult to verify whether sat(T ) = 〈T 〉 holds for a triangular set T [1, 30].
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Definition 3.7 A characteristic pair (G, C) is said to be strong if sat(C) = 〈G〉.
Definition 3.8 A reduced lex Gro¨bner basis G is said to be characterizable if 〈G〉 = sat(C), where
C is the W-characteristic set of G.
It is easy to see that every W-characteristic set is determined by a reduced lex Gro¨bner basis,
while a characterizable Gro¨bner basis is also determined by its W-characteristic set. A strong
characteristic pair thus furnishes a characterizable Gro¨bner basis with a normal W-characteristic
set. In what follows we show that the W-characteristic set of any characterizable Gro¨bner basis
is normal, so that the characterizable Gro¨bner basis and its W-characteristic set form a strong
characteristic pair.
Proposition 3.9 The W-characteristic set of any characterizable Gro¨bner basis is normal.
Proof We prove the proposition by contradiction. Suppose that the W-characteristic C = [C1, . . . , Cr]
of the characterizable Gro¨bner basis G is abnormal. Then by Theorem 2.11 there exist two polyno-
mials Ck+1 and Cl (l ≤ k) in C with lv(Cl) = lv(Ik+1) such that either (a) prem(ini(Ck+1), [C1, . . . , Cl])) =
0, when ini(Ck+1) is not R-reduced with respect to Cl; or (b) prem(Cl, [C1, . . . , Cl−1, ini(Ck+1)]) =
0, when ini(Ck+1) is R-reduced.
Let Ii = ini(Ci) for i = 1, . . . , l and Ik+1 = ini(Ck+1).
For case (a), from the pseudo-remainder formula we know that Ik+1 ∈ sat(C). Write Ck+1 =
Ik+1 lv(Ck+1)
d + R, where deg(R, lv(Ck+1)) < d. If R = 0, then lv(Ck+1)
d ∈ sat(C), but
lv(Ck+1)
d <lex Ck+1, which contradicts with the minimality of G as the reduced lex Gro¨bner
basis of sat(C); If R 6= 0, clearly R ∈ sat(C), but R 6∈ 〈G〉 for R is B-reduced with respect to G,
which contradicts the equality 〈G〉 = sat(C).
For case (b), it follows from the pseudo-remainder formula that there exist i1, . . . , il ∈ Z≥0
(the set of nonnegative integers) and Q1, . . . , Ql ∈ K[x] such that
Ii11 · · · I
il−1
l−1 ini(Ik+1)
ilCl = Q1C1 + · · ·+QlIk+1;
clearly Ql ∈ sat(C). Since deg(Ik+1, lv(Cl)) < deg(Cl, lv(Cl)) in this case and all I1, . . . , Il−1
involve only the parameters, we have lv(Ql) = lv(Cl) but deg(Ql, lv(Cl)) < deg(Cl, lv(Cl)), and
thus Ql <lex Cl. This contradicts with the minimality of G. 
Remark 3.10 Gro¨bner bases are good representations of polynomial ideals. Here it is shown that
the W-characteristic set C of a characterizable Gro¨bner basis G provides another representation of
the same ideal 〈G〉. The representation C is simpler than G because C is a subset of G, whereas G
can be computed from C if needed. In other words, characterizable Gro¨bner bases are those special
Gro¨bner bases whose W-characteristic sets can characterize or represent the ideals they generate.
3.2 Characteristic decomposition and its properties
Let F be a finite, nonempty set of polynomials in K[x]. We call a finite set {(G1, C1), . . . , (Gt, Ct)}
of characteristic pairs in K[x] a characteristic decomposition of F if the following zero relations
hold:
Z(F) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(Gi) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(Ci/ ini(Ci)) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(sat(Ci)). (1)
Theorem 3.11 From any finite, nonempty polynomial set F ⊆ K[x], one can compute in a finite
number of steps a characteristic decomposition of F .
The above theorem will be proved by giving a concrete algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Section 4.1)
with correctness and termination proof (in Section 4.2). In what follows, we focus our attention
on the properties of characteristic decomposition.
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Remark 3.12 From any characteristic decomposition of a polynomial set F , one can extract a
normal decomposition {C1, . . . , Ct} of F , with each Ci a normal set for i = 1, . . . , t and Z(F) =⋃t
i=1 Z(Ci/ ini(Ci)). The projection property of normal sets (see Proposition 3.4) allows us to
write down the conditions on the parameters for a normal set to have zeros for the variables,
which makes normal decomposition an appropriate approach for parametric polynomial system
solving [8, 28, 20]. The obtained parametric conditions are not necessarily disjoint and thus do not
necessarily lead to a partition of the parameter space. However, since the conditions derived from
normal sets are expressed by means of initials which involve only the parameters, it is easier to
compute comprehensive triangular decompositions [8] via normal decomposition than via regular
decomposition.
A proper ideal in K[x] is said to be purely equidimensional if its associated prime ideals are all
of the same height. According to [2, Prop. 4.1.3], sat(T ) is purely equidimensional for any regular
set T ⊆ K[x]. Thus it follows from Proposition 3.6 that for any characteristic pair (G, C) in the
characteristic decomposition of F , 〈G〉 is purely equidimensional if sat(C) = 〈C〉 is verified. More
precisely, we have the following.
Proposition 3.13 Let Ψ be a characteristic decomposition of F ⊆ K[x] and assume that sat(C) =
〈C〉 for every characteristic pair (G, C) ∈ Ψ. Then
√
〈F〉 =
⋂
(G,C)∈Ψ
√
〈G〉 and each 〈G〉 is purely
equidimensional.
In fact, the ideal 〈G〉 in Proposition 3.13 is also strongly equidimensional according to [2,
Thm. 4.1.4]. The following theorem shows how a Ritt characteristic set of a polynomial ideal can
be constructed from the W-characteristic set (when it is normal) of the ideal.
Theorem 3.14 Let C=[C1, . . . , Cr] be the W-characteristic set of 〈P〉 ⊆ K[x] and
C∗=[C1, prem(C2, [C1]), . . . ,prem(Cr, [C1,. . ., Cr−1])]. (2)
If C is normal, then the following statements hold:
(a) C∗ is a normal set;
(b) C∗ is a Ritt characteristic set of 〈P〉;
(c) Z(C∗/ ini(C∗)) = Z(C/ ini(C)).
Proof Let C∗ = [C∗1 , . . . , C
∗
r ], Ii = ini(Ci), and I
∗
i = ini(C
∗
i ) for i = 1, . . . , r.
(a–b) According to [43, Thm. 3.4], C∗ is a regular set and C∗ is a Ritt characteristic set of
〈P〉; hence it suffices to prove that C∗ is normal. Since C∗i = prem(Ci, [C1, . . . , Ci−1]) for any
i = 1, . . . , r, there exist q1, . . . , qi−1 ∈ Z≥0 and Q1, . . ., Qi−1 ∈ K[x] such that
Iq11 · · · I
qi−1
i−1 Ci = Q1C1 + · · ·+Qi−1Ci−1 + C
∗
i . (3)
Since ini(Ci) does not involve any of lv(C1), . . . , lv(Ci−1), we have ini(C
∗
i ) = I
q1
1 · · · I
qi−1
i−1 Ii for
i = 1, . . . , r; thus C∗ is normal.
(c) On one hand, for any x¯ ∈ Z(C/ ini(C)), Ci(x¯) = 0 and Ii(x¯) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r. From
(3) we know that C∗i (x¯) = 0 and I
∗
i (x¯) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r; or equivalently x¯ ∈ Z(C
∗/ ini(C∗)).
On the other hand, for any xˆ ∈ Z(C∗/ ini(C∗)), C∗i (xˆ) = 0 and I
∗
i (xˆ) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r. Clearly
C1 = C
∗
1 , C1(xˆ) = 0 and I1(xˆ) 6= 0. Suppose now that Ci(xˆ) = 0 and Ii(xˆ) 6= 0 hold for
i = 2, . . . , k − 1. Then by (3) and I∗k = I
q1
1 · · · I
qk−1
k−1 Ik we have Ck(xˆ) = 0 and Ik(xˆ) 6= 0. By
induction, xˆ ∈ Z(C/ ini(C)). 
Corollary 3.15 Let Ψ be a characteristic decomposition of F ⊆ K[x] and C∗ be computed from C
according to (2) for each characteristic pair (G, C) ∈ Ψ. Then
Z(F) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(C∗/ ini(C∗)) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(sat(C∗)),
and C∗ is the Ritt characteristic set of 〈G〉 for each (G, C)∈Ψ.
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Corollary 3.16 Let P, C, and C∗ be as in Theorem 3.14 and x˜ ⊆ x be the parameters of C. Then
both C and C∗ are lex Gro¨bner bases of 〈P〉 over K(x˜). Furthermore, let C∗ = [C∗1 , . . . , C
∗
r ]. Then
[C∗1 ini(C
∗
1 )
−1, . . . , C∗r ini(C
∗
r )
−1] is the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈P〉 over K(x˜).
Proof By Proposition 3.3, C is the lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈C〉 over K(x˜). As sat(C) = 〈C〉 over
K(x˜), from Proposition 3.6 we know that C is the lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈P〉 over K(x˜). Moreover,
since each ini(C∗i ) is a constant in K(x˜) for i = 1, . . . , r and deg(C
∗
j , lv(C
∗
i )) < deg(C
∗
i , lv(C
∗
i ))
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, j 6= i), [C∗1 ini(C
∗
1 )
−1, . . . , C∗r ini(C
∗
r )
−1] is the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈P〉 over
K(x˜). 
Note that the R-reduced normal set C∗ computed in (2) is not necessarily a subset of G (while
the W-characteristic set C is). Corollary 3.16 does not hold when the W-characteristic set C
is abnormal. In fact, the problem of constructing a Ritt characteristic set of an ideal I from
the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of I was already studied by Aubry, Moreno Maza, and Lazard in
their influential paper [3] of 1999. It is the first author of this paper who pointed out with an
example in [43] that the relevant results including Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.4, and Theorem 3.2
in Section 3 of [3] are flawed. He showed that the construction is simple and straightforward in
the normal case and made the problem of effective construction open again for the abnormal case.
The incorrectness of the construction process in [3] is caused essentially by the non-closeness of
addition on polynomials having pseudo-remainder 0 with respect to an irregular triangular set T ,
that is, prem(P, T ) = prem(Q, T ) = 0 does not necessarily imply prem(P +Q, T ) = 0 for arbitrary
polynomials P and Q. The non-closeness seems to be a major obstacle for constructing abnormal
Ritt characteristic sets of polynomial ideals.
3.3 Strong characteristic decomposition
Now we show that for any characteristic decomposition Ψ = {(G1, C1), . . . , (Gt, Ct)} of F ⊆ K[x],
one can explicitly transformΨ into a strong characteristic decomposition Ψ¯ = {(G¯1, C¯1), . . . , (G¯t, C¯t)},
where each (G¯i, C¯i) is a strong characteristic pair for i = 1, . . . , t.
Lemma 3.17 ([43, Lem. 2.4]) Let T = [T1, . . . , Tr] ⊆ K[x] be a regular set with lv(Tr) < xn,
and P = Pdx
d
m+· · ·+P1xm+P0 ∈ K[x] be a polynomial with lv(P ) = xm > lv(Tr) and deg(P, xm) =
d. Then prem(P, T ) = 0 if and only if prem(Pi, T ) = 0 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , d.
Lemma 3.18 ([40, Lem. 6.2.6]) Let T be a regular set in K[x]. Then for any F ∈ K[x], if
res(F, T ) 6= 0, then sat(T ) : F∞ = sat(T ).
Theorem 3.19 Let (G, C) be a characteristic pair, G¯ be the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of sat(C),
and C¯ be the W-characteristic set of 〈G¯〉. Then the following statements hold:
(a) the parameters of C¯ coincide with those of C;
(b) C¯ is a normal set, sat(C¯) = sat(C), and thus (G¯, C¯) is a strong characteristic pair.
Proof (a) Let lv(G) = {lv(G) : G ∈ G} and lv(G¯) = {lv(G¯) : G¯ ∈ G¯}. It suffices to prove that
lv(G) = lv(G¯).
(lv(G) ⊇ lv(G¯)) Suppose that xk ∈ lv(G¯), but xk 6∈ lv(G). Then there exists a G¯ ∈ G¯ with
lv(G¯) = xk. Since G¯ ∈ 〈G¯〉 = sat(C), prem(G¯, C) = 0. Write G¯ = H¯px
p
k + · · · + H¯0, where
p = deg(G¯) and H¯i ∈ K[x1, . . . , xk−1] for i = 0, . . . , p. Since xk 6∈ lv(G) and prem(G¯, C) = 0,
from Lemma 3.17 we know that for i = 0, . . . , p, prem(H¯i, C) = 0 and thus H¯i ∈ sat(C) = 〈G¯〉.
This implies that nform(H¯i, G¯ \ {G¯}) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , p, and thus nform(G¯, G¯ \ {G¯}) = 0, which
contradicts with G¯ being the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis.
(lv(G) ⊆ lv(G¯)) Suppose that xl ∈ lv(G), but xl 6∈ lv(G¯). Then there exists a C ∈ C ⊆ G with
lv(C) = xl, and thus C ∈ sat(C) = 〈G¯〉; it follows that nform(C, G¯) = 0. Write C = ini(C)xdl +R,
where d = deg(C, xl) and R ∈ K[x1, . . . , xl]. Then from nform(C, G¯) = 0 and xl 6∈ lv(G¯), we know
that nform(ini(C), G¯) = 0, and thus ini(C) ∈ 〈G¯〉 = sat(C). It follows that prem(ini(C), C) = 0;
this contradicts with the fact that C ∈ C and C is a normal set.
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(b) Let C = [C1, . . . , Cr]. By (a) we can assume that C¯ = [C¯1, . . . , C¯r] with lv(C¯i) = lv(Ci) for
i = 1, . . . , r. Since C¯i ∈ 〈G¯〉 = sat(C) and C is regular, prem(C¯i, C) = 0; since Ci ∈ sat(C) = 〈G¯〉 and
C¯ is the W-characteristic set of G¯, prem(Ci, C¯) = 0. This leads to deg(C¯i, lv(C¯i)) = deg(Ci, lv(Ci)).
We first prove that C¯ is a normal set, namely I¯i := ini(C¯i) only involves the parameters for
each i = 1, . . . , r. If, otherwise, some I¯i involves the variables in lv(G¯), then, under the assumption
that all the parameters are ordered smaller than the variables in lv(G¯), we have Ci <lex C¯i, for
deg(C¯i, lv(C¯i)) = deg(Ci, lv(Ci)). But Ci ∈ 〈G¯〉, and this contradicts with the minimality of C¯i as
an element in G¯.
Next we show the equality sat(C¯) = sat(C). Since 〈G¯〉 = sat(C), it suffices to show that
〈G¯〉 = sat(C¯). On one hand, from Proposition 2.10(b) we know that 〈G¯〉 ⊆ sat(C¯). On the other
hand, let I¯ =
∏
C¯∈C¯ ini(C¯). Since I¯ only involves the parameters of C, res(I¯ , C) = I¯ 6= 0. By
Lemma 3.18 we have sat(C) : I¯∞ = 〈G¯〉. With the inclusion C¯ ⊆ G¯, the following relation
sat(C¯) = 〈C¯〉 : I¯∞ ⊆ 〈G¯〉 : I¯∞ = sat(C) : I¯∞ = 〈G¯〉
holds. 
Example 3.20 The pair
(G, C) = ({y2, x2z + xy, yz + xz + y}, [y2, x2z + xy])
is a characteristic pair in Q[x, y, z] with x < y < z. The reduced lex Gro¨bner basis G¯ of sat(C)
is {y2, xz + y, yz, z2}, so the W-characteristic set C¯ of G¯ is [y2, xz + y]. One can check that the
parameter of both C and C¯ is x, C¯ is normal, and sat(C) = sat(C¯).
Lemma 3.21 Let C = [C1, . . . , Cr] and C¯ = [C¯1, . . . , C¯r] be as in Theorem 3.19. Then ini(C¯i)| ini(Ci)
for i = 1, . . . , r.
Proof From the proof of Theorem 3.19 we know that prem(C¯i, C) = 0, prem(Ci, C¯) = 0, and
deg(C¯i, lv(C¯i)) = deg(Ci, lv(Ci)) for i = 1, . . . , r. Then
ini(Ci)C¯i = ini(C¯i)Ci mod sat(C≤i−1),
where C≤i−1 = [C1, . . . , Ci−1]. Therefore, ini(C¯i) | ini(Ci)C¯i modulo sat(C≤i−1).
If ini(C¯i) | ini(Ci) modulo sat(C≤i−1), then clearly ini(C¯i) | ini(Ci), for both ini(C¯i) and ini(Ci)
involve only the parameters. Otherwise, there exists an I¯ 6∈ K such that I¯ | ini(C¯i) and I¯ | C¯i
modulo sat(C≤i−1). Then by (C¯i/I¯)I¯ = C¯i ∈ 〈C¯〉, we have C¯i/I¯ ∈ sat(C¯) = 〈G¯〉, but C¯i/I¯ <lex C¯i,
which contradicts with the minimality of C¯i as a polynomial in the W-characteristic set. 
Theorem 3.22 Let Ψ = {(G1, C1), . . . , (Gt, Ct)} be a characteristic decomposition of F ⊆ K[x].
For each (Gi, Ci) ∈ Ψ, let (G¯i, C¯i) be the corresponding strong characteristic pair as constructed in
Theorem 3.19, i = 1, . . . , t. Then
Z(F) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(G¯i) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(C¯i/ ini(C¯i)) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(sat(C¯i)).
Proof Note that the zero relation (1) holds for the characteristic decomposition Ψ, which may
be computed according to Theorem 3.11. The first and the third equality above can be proved by
using the equalities sat(Ci) = sat(C¯i) in Theorem 3.19(b) and 〈G¯i〉 = sat(Ci):
Z(F) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(sat(Ci)) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(sat(C¯i)) =
t⋃
i=1
Z(G¯i).
Now we prove that Z(F) =
⋃t
i=1 Z(C¯i/ ini(C¯i)). Since Z(C¯i/ ini(C¯i)) ⊆ Z(sat(C¯i)), we have
t⋃
i=1
Z(C¯i/ ini(C¯i)) ⊆
t⋃
i=1
Z(sat(C¯i)) = Z(F).
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To show the other inclusion, observe first that
Z(Ci/ ini(Ci)) ⊆ Z(sat(Ci)) = Z(G¯i) ⊆ Z(C¯i). (4)
for i = 1, . . . , t. Write Ci = [Ci1, . . . , Ciri ] and C¯i = [C¯i1, . . . , C¯iri ]. Then for any x¯ ∈ Z(Ci/ ini(Ci)),∏ri
j=1 ini(Cij)(x¯) 6= 0. By Lemma 3.21 we have ini(C¯ij)| ini(Cij) for j = 1, . . . , ri, and thus∏ri
j=1 ini(C¯ij)(x¯) 6= 0. Combining this inequality with (4), we have Z(Ci/ ini(Ci)) ⊆ Z(C¯i/ ini(C¯i)),
and thus Z(F) =
⋃t
i=1 Z(Ci/ ini(Ci)) ⊆
⋃t
i=1 Z(C¯i/ ini(C¯i)). This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.23 As shown by Theorems 3.19 and 3.22, any characteristic decomposition Ψ of a
polynomial set can be transformed into a strong characteristic decomposition of the polynomial
set by computing the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of the saturated ideal of the W-characteristic set
in each characteristic pair in Ψ. No splitting occurs in this transformation: the number of strong
characteristic pairs produced by the transformation is the same as that of the characteristic pairs
in Ψ.
4 Algorithm for characteristic decomposition
In this section we present an algorithm that computes a characteristic decomposition of any finite,
nonempty set of nonzero polynomials.
4.1 Algorithm description
An overall strategy based on Theorem 2.11 for characteristic decomposition is sketched in [43,
Sect. 4]. Following this strategy, we detail the decomposition method below.
Let Φ be a set of polynomial sets, initialized as {F} with F ⊆ K[x] being the input set, and
Ψ be a set of characteristic pairs already computed. Now we pick a polynomial set P ∈ Φ and
remove it from Φ, compute the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis G of the ideal 〈P〉, and extract the
W-characteristic set C = [C1, . . . , Cr] of 〈P〉 from G. Let Ii = ini(Ci) for i = 1, . . . , r.
1. If C is normal, then from Proposition 2.10(c) we know that
Z(C/ ini(C)) ⊆ Z(P) ⊆ Z(C). (5)
In view of this zero relation, we put the characteristic pair (G, C) into Ψ and adjoin the
polynomial sets G ∪ {I1}, . . . ,G ∪ {Ir} to Φ for further processing.
2. If C is not normal, then by Theorem 2.11 we have certain pseudo-divisibility relations between
polynomials in C and can use them to split G as follows, where the integers k and l are as in
Theorem 2.11.
2.1. If Ik+1 is not R-reduced with respect to Cl, then the polynomial sets G ∪ {I1}, . . . ,G ∪
{Il},G ∪ {Ik+1} are adjoined to Φ.
2.2. If Ik+1 is R-reduced with respect to Cl, then let Q = pquo(Cl, Ik+1) be the pseudo-
quotient of Cl with respect to Ik+1 and Cl−1 = [C1, . . . , Cl−1].
2.2.1. If prem(ini(Q), Cl−1) = 0, then the polynomial sets G ∪ {I1}, . . . ,G ∪ {Il−1}, G ∪
{ini(Ik+1)} are adjoined to Φ.
2.2.2. If prem(ini(Q), Cl−1) 6= 0, then the polynomial sets G ∪ {I1}, . . . ,G ∪ {Il−1}, G ∪
{prem(Q, Cl−1)}, G ∪ {Ik+1} are adjoined to Φ.
After the splitting of G, we continue picking another polynomial set P ′ (and meanwhile remove
it) from Φ, compute the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis G′ of 〈P ′〉, extract the W-characteristic set of
〈P ′〉 from G′, and split G′ when necessary. This process is repeated until Φ becomes empty.
The method for characteristic decomposition, whose main steps are outlined above, is described
formally as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Ψ = CharDec(F). Given a finite, nonempty set F of nonzero polynomials in K[x],
this algorithm computes a characteristic decomposition Ψ of F , or the empty set meaning that
Z(F) = ∅.
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C1. Set Ψ = ∅ and Φ = {F}.
C2. Repeat the following steps until Φ = ∅:
C2.1. Pick P ∈ Φ and remove it from Φ.
C2.2. Compute the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis G of 〈P〉.
C2.3. If G = {1}, then go to C2; otherwise:
C2.3.1. Extract the W-characteristic set C from G.
C2.3.2. If C is normal (case 1), then reset Ψ with Ψ ∪ {(G, C)}, and Φ with
Φ ∪ {G ∪ {ini(C)} | ini(C) 6∈ K, C ∈ C}, (6)
and go to C2.
C2.3.3. Pick the smallest polynomial C in C such that [T ∈ C | lv(T ) ≤ lv(C)] as a
triangular set is abnormal.
C2.3.4. Let I = ini(C) and y = lv(I).
C2.3.5. Pick the polynomial C∗ in C such that lv(C∗) = y.
C2.3.6. If I is not R-reduced with respect to C∗ (case 2.1), then reset Φ with
Φ ∪ {G ∪ {ini(T )} | lv(T ) ≤ y, T ∈ C} ∪ {G ∪ {I}}, (7)
and go to C2.
C2.3.7. If prem(ini(Q), [T ∈ C | lv(T ) < y]) = 0 (case 2.2.1), then reset Φ with
Φ ∪ {G ∪ {ini(T )} | lv(T ) < y, T ∈ C} ∪ {G ∪ {ini(I)}}, (8)
and go to C2.
C2.3.8. Reset Φ with
Φ ∪ {G ∪ {ini(T ) | lv(T ) < y, T ∈ C}}∪
{G ∪ {prem(Q, [T ∈ C | lv(T ) < y])},G ∪ {I}}
(9)
(case 2.2.2) and go to C2.
C3. Output Ψ.
4.2 Correctness and termination
Theorem 4.1 Algorithm 1 terminates in a finite number of steps with correct output.
Proof (Termination) The process of splitting in Algorithm 1 can be viewed as building up a
tree from its root as the input set F . Every time a polynomial set P is picked from Φ, splitting
occurs according to one of the four cases, treated in steps C2.3.2, C2.3.6, C2.3.7, and C2.3.8 of
Algorithm 1, as long as the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈P〉 is not {1} (for otherwise P has no
zero). Suppose that the split polynomial sets G1, . . . ,Gs are adjoined to Φ. In the sense of building
up the tree, this means that the child nodes of P are G1, . . . ,Gs.
To prove the termination of Algorithm 1, we need to show that each path in the tree is of finite
length. Thus by the Ascending Chain Condition (see, e.g., [12, Chap. 2, Thm. 7]), it suffices to
show that for all the four cases of splitting, each polynomial set G′ = G ∪ {H} adjoined to Φ for
some H generates an ideal 〈G′〉 that is strictly greater than 〈G〉, or equivalently H 6∈ 〈G〉.
Let the W-characteristic set C in step C2.3.1 be written as [C1, . . . , Cr] with Ii = ini(Ci) and
Ci = [C1, . . . , Ci] for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then C, I, and C
∗ in steps C2.3.3–C2.3.5 correspond to Ck+1, Ik+1,
and Cl respectively for some integers l ≤ k as stated in Theorem 2.11.
Let H 6∈ K be the initial of some C ∈ C as in (6) in step C2.3.2. We claim that H is B-reduced
with respect to G; for otherwise C will be reducible by some polynomial in G \{C}, which conflicts
with the fact that G is the reduced lex Gro¨bner basis of 〈P〉. Therefore, H 6∈ 〈G〉 for all C ∈ C in
(6). With similar arguments, one can show that H 6∈ 〈G〉 as well if H 6∈ K is the initial of some
polynomial T ∈ C as in (7), (8), and (9).
To complete the proof of termination, it remains to show that H = prem(Q, Cl−1) 6∈ 〈G〉, where
Q = pquo(Cl, Ik+1). In step C2.3.8, the conditions lv(Q) > lv(Cl−1) and prem(ini(Q), Cl−1) 6=0
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hold. By Theorem 2.11, Cl−1 is normal and thus regular; then by Lemma 3.17, prem(Q, Cl−1) 6= 0
and
deg(prem(Q, Cl−1), lv(Ci)) < deg(Ci, lv(Ci)) (10)
for i = 1, . . . , l − 1. Furthermore, as Q = pquo(Cl, Ik+1) and lv(Cl) also appears in Ik+1 (by
Theorem 2.11), we have deg(Q, lv(Cl)) < deg(Cl, lv(Cl)) and thus
deg(prem(Q, Cl−1), lv(Cl)) < deg(Cl, lv(Cl)). (11)
Since C is the W-characteristic set of G, the relations (10) and (11) imply that prem(Q, Cl−1) is
B-reduced with respect to G and thus prem(Q, Cl−1) 6∈ 〈G〉.
(Correctness) When Z(F) = ∅, G = {1} in step C2.3 and Ψ = ∅ is returned. Therefore, to
prove the correctness of Algorithm 1, we need to show that when Z(F) 6= ∅, Ψ is a characteristic
decomposition of F , namely all the pairs (G, C) ∈ Ψ are characteristic pairs and the zero relation
(1) holds.
It is clear that each (G, C) ∈ Ψ is a characteristic pair, for only in step C2.3.2 is the output
set Ψ adjoined with a new pair (G, C), where G is a reduced lex Gro¨bner basis and C is its normal
W-characteristic set. We first prove that Z(F) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ Z(C/ ini(C)) by considering all the four
cases of splitting. For this purpose, let C = [C1, . . . , Cr] be the W-characteristic set, Ii = ini(Ci)
(1 ≤ i ≤ r), and L = ini(Ik+1).
Case 1 (step C2.3.2): the W-characteristic set C is normal. In this case, let J = I1 · · · Ir. Then
Z(P) = (Z(P) \ Z(J)) ∪ Z(P ∪ {J}). It follows from the zero relation (5) that Z(P) \ Z(J) =
Z(C/ ini(C)). Moreover, as J = 0 implies that I1 = 0, or I2 = 0, . . ., or Ir = 0,
Z(P ∪ {J}) =
r⋃
i=1
Z(P ∪ {Ii}) =
r⋃
i=1
Z(G ∪ {Ii}).
Therefore,
Z(P) = Z(C/ ini(C)) ∪
r⋃
i=1
Z(G ∪ {Ii}). (12)
Case 2.1 (step C2.3.6): C is abnormal and deg(Ik+1, lv(Ik+1)) ≥ deg(Cl, lv(Ik+1)). By Theo-
rem 2.11(a) we have prem(Ik+1, Cl) = 0, and thus there existQ1, . . . , Ql ∈ K[x] and q1, . . . , ql ∈ Z≥0
such that Iq11 · · · I
ql
l Ik+1 = Q1C1 + · · · + QlCl. This means that I
q1
1 · · · I
ql
l Ik+1 ∈ 〈C1, . . . , Cl〉 ⊆
〈P〉 = 〈G〉, so
Z(P) = Z(G) = Z(G ∪ {Iq11 · · · I
ql
l Ik+1}) =
l⋃
i=1
Z(G ∪ {Ii}) ∪ Z(G ∪ {Ik+1}). (13)
Case 2.2.1 (step C2.3.7): C is abnormal, deg(Ik+1, lv(Ik+1)) < deg(Cl, lv(Ik+1)), and prem(ini(Q),
Cl−1) = 0. By the formula L
qCl = QIk+1 +R of pseudo-division of Cl with respect to Ik+1, where
q ∈ Z≥0 and Q,R ∈ K[x], we have ini(Q) = Lq−1Il. Since
prem(ini(Q), Cl−1) = prem(L
q−1Il, Cl−1) = Il prem(L
q−1, Cl−1) = 0,
prem(Lq−1, Cl−1) = 0 and thus
Z(P) =
l−1⋃
i=1
Z(G ∪ {Ii}) ∪ Z(G ∪ {L}) (14)
follows from arguments similar to those in case 2.1.
Case 2.2.2 (step C2.3.8): C is abnormal, deg(Ik+1, lv(Ik+1)) < deg(Cl, lv(Ik+1)), and prem(ini(Q),
Cl−1) 6= 0. By Theorem 2.11(b), we have
prem(Cl, [C1, . . . , Cl−1, Ik+1]) = prem(prem(Cl, Ik+1), Cl−1)
= prem(LqCl −QIk+1, Cl−1) = 0,
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where Q and q are as in case 3. Then there exist q1, . . . , ql−1 ∈ Z≥0 and Q1, . . . , Ql−1 ∈ K[x] such
that Iq11 · · · I
ql−1
l−1 (L
qCl −QIk+1) =
∑l−1
i=1QiCi. It follows that
− Iq11 · · · I
ql−1
l−1 Ik+1Q =
l∑
i=1
QiCi (15)
for Ql = −I
q1
1 · · · I
ql−1
l−1 L
q. Let the formula of pseudo-division of Q with respect to Cl−1 be
I q¯11 · · · I
q¯l−1
l−1 Q =
l−1∑
i=1
Q¯iCi + prem(Q, Cl−1) (16)
for some q¯1, . . . , q¯l−1 ∈ Z≥0 and Q¯1, . . . , Q¯l−1 ∈ K[x]. Then one can find qˆ1, . . . , qˆl−1 ∈ Z≥0 and
Qˆ1, . . . , Qˆl ∈ K[x] such that
I qˆ11 · · · I
qˆl−1
l−1 Ik+1 prem(Q, Cl−1) =
l∑
i=1
QˆiCi
holds (in view of the formulas (15) and (16)). Therefore,
Z(P) =
l−1⋃
i=1
Z(G ∪ {Ii}) ∪ Z(G ∪ {Ik+1}) ∪ Z(G ∪ {prem(Q, Cl−1)}). (17)
The zero relations in (12), (13), (14), and (17) show that for each polynomial set P ∈ Φ, any
zero of P is either in Z(C/ ini(C)) if the W-characteristic set C of 〈P〉 is normal in case 1 or in
Z(P ′) for another polynomial set P ′ adjoined to Φ for later computation in the other cases. This
proves the zero relation Z(F) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ Z(C/ ini(C)); for Algorithm 1 terminates when Φ becomes
empty.
On one hand, by the zero relation (5), we have
Z(F) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(C/ ini(C)) ⊆
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(G).
On the other hand, Z(G) ⊆ Z(F) holds for all (G, C) ∈ Ψ according to the zero relations (12), (13),
(14), and (17) for the four cases of splitting. This proves the equality Z(F) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ Z(G). For
each (G, C) ∈ Ψ, we have Z(C/ ini(C)) ⊆ Z(sat(C)) ⊆ Z(G), and thus
Z(F) =
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(C/ ini(C)) ⊆
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(sat(C)) ⊆
⋃
(G,C)∈Ψ
Z(G) = Z(F).
This completes the proof of the zero relation (1). 
5 Example and experiments
5.1 Example for characteristic decomposition
Let F = {ay − x − 1,−xyz + az, xz2 − az + y} ⊆ K[a, x, y, z] with a < x < y < z. The procedure
to compute a characteristic decomposition of F using Algorithm 1 is shown in Table 1, where Gi
is the computed reduced lex Gro¨bner basis and Ci is its W-characteristic set in the ith loop.
The polynomial sets Fi and polynomials Gj in Table 1 are listed below:
F1 = {x+ 1, y, ay, az, (y+ a)z,G7}, F2 = {G4, aG2, zG6, G2, G7, G5},
F3 = {a, x+ 1, y, z}, F4 = {G5, G2, G6, G7},
F5 = {a, x+ 1, x2 + x,G4, xyz,G7}, F6 = {a, x+ 1, x2 + x, xy,G7};
G1 = x
3 + 2x2 + (1− a2)x− a2, G2 = ay − x− 1,
G3 = x
2y + xy − ax− a, G4 = xy2 − x− 1,
G5 = x
2 + x− a2, G6 = xy − a,
G7 = z
2 − yz + y3 − y.
The output characteristic decomposition of P , as shown in Table 1, is {(G2, C2), (G4, C4), (G5, C5), (G7, C7)}.
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Table 1: Illustration for Algorithm 1
i Φ P Gi Ci Normal Case Ψ
1 {F} F
{G1, G2, G3, G4,
zG5, zG6, G7}
[G1, G2, zG5] No 2.2.2 ∅
2 {F1,F2} F1 {x+ 1, y, az, z
2} [x+ 1, y, az] Yes 1 {(G2, C2)}
3 {F2,F3} F2
{G2, G4, G5,
zG6, G7}
[G2, G5, zG6] No 2.1 {(G2, C2)}
4 {F3,F4,F5} F3 {a, x + 1, y, z} [a, x+ 1, y, z] Yes 1 {(G2, C2), (G4, C4)}
5 {F4,F5} F4 {G5, G2, G6, G7} [G5, G2, G7] Yes 1
{(G2, C2), (G4, C4)
(G5, C5)}
6 {F5,F6} F5
{a, x+ 1, y2,
yz, z2 − y}
[a, x+ 1, y2, yz] No 2.2.2
({G2, C2), (G4, C4)
(G5, C5)}
7 {F6} F6 {a, x+ 1, y, z
2} [a, x+ 1, y, z2] Yes 1
{(G2, C2), (G4, C4)
(G5, C5), (G7, C7)}
5.2 Experimental results
Algorithm 1 has been implemented in Maple 17 based on functions available in the FGb and
Maple’s built-in packages for Gro¨bner basis computation. The implementation will be included
in the upcoming new version of the Epsilon package for triangular decomposition [41].
In Theorem 2.11 there is an assumption on the variable order (i.e., all the parameters of a
W-characteristic set are ordered before the other variables). This assumption always holds in
the zero-dimensional case. Our experiments show that in the positive-dimensional case there are
about one fourth of the test examples for which it happens that the assumption does not hold.
The assumption is made to ensure that the (pseudo-) divisibility relationships in Theorem 2.11
occur. In the case where the assumption does not hold, we can make such relationships to occur
by changing the variable order heuristically. In fact, using the heuristics we were able to obtain
necessary (pseudo-) divisibility relationships to complete the characteristic decomposition for all
the test examples.
Let us emphasize that Algorithm 1 decomposes any polynomial set into characteristic pairs
of reduced lex Gro¨bner bases and their W-characteristic sets at one stroke. The two kinds of
objects resulted from the combined decomposition, each having its own structures and properties,
are interconnected. This makes our algorithm distinct from other existing ones for triangular
decomposition. To observe the computational performance of the algorithm, in comparison with
algorithms for indirect normal decomposition (that is, first computing a regular decomposition
and then normalizing the regular sets in the decomposition), we made some experiments on an
Intel(R) Core(TM) Quad CPU at 2.83 GHz with 4.00 GB RAM under Windows 7 Home Basic.
Selected results of the experiments are presented in Table 2, of which the first 9 are taken from
[8] and the others are from benchmarks for the FGb library. We implemented Algorithm 1 as
CharDec in Maple for characteristic decomposition and used the functions Triangularize (from the
RegularChains package in Maple) and RegSer (from the Epsilon package for Maple) for regular
decomposition and the function normat (from the miscel module of Epsilon) for normalization.
In Table 2, “Source” indicates the label in the above-cited references and “Dim” denotes the
dimension of the ideal in the example. “Total” under CharDec records the total time (followed by
the number of pairs in parenthesis) for characteristic decomposition using Algorithm 1; “GB” under
CharDec records the time for computing all the reduced lex Gro¨bner bases; “Total” and “Regular”
under RegSer and Triangularize record the total time for normal decomposition and the time for
regular decomposition (followed by the numbers of components in parenthesis) respectively, where
normal decompositions are computed from regular decompositions by means of normalization using
normat. The marks “lost” and “> 4000” in the columns mean that Maple reports “lost kernel
connections” and that the computation does not terminate within 4000 seconds respectively.
The most time-consuming step in CharDec is for the computation of lex Gro¨bner bases, as one
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Table 2: Timings for characteristic/normal decomposition
CharDec RegSer Triangularize
Source Dim Total GB Total Regular Total Regular
S5 4 0.14(8) 0.047 4.182(31) 0.484(19) 1.513(9) 0.124(1)
S7 1 0.156(5) 0.078 0.251(7) 0.11(4) 0.249(5) 0.109(1)
S8 2 0.062(2) 0.32 0.062(3) 0.062(3) 0.156(2) 0.141(2)
S9 2 0.125(5) 0.078 0.483(21) 0.14(8) 0.188(6) 0.094(1)
S10 3 0.594(16) 0.313 0.438(7) 0.172(5) 0.36(3) 0.235(1)
S13 3 0.312(13) 0.14 0.171(8) 0.109(8) 0.125(2) 0.094(1)
S14 2 0.531(9) 0.327 0.14(6) 0.109(6) 0.157(8) 0.125(8)
S16 3 0.640(6) 0.344 0.703(7) 0.609(7) 4.609(8) 4.609(8)
S17 6 lost lost lost lost lost lost
nueral 1 1.826(15) 1.514 > 4000 > 4000 0.233(6) 0.14(5)
F663 2 2.949(6) 2.326 1.935(16) 1.202(15) 1.607(6) 1.045(4)
Dessin2 0 27.222(1) 27.207 > 4000 > 4000 > 4000 > 4000
Wang16 0 0.203(1) 0.171 14.555(1) 0.437(1) 14.086(1) 0.156(1)
filter9 0 0.640(1) 0.593 > 4000 > 4000 lost lost
fabrice24 0 436.7(1) 436.7 lost lost lost lost
uteshev bikker 0 3.806(1) 3.766 lost lost > 4000 > 4000
Cyclic6 0 2.153(25) 1.244 lost lost > 4000 > 4000
can see from Table 2. In our implementation, the FGb library is first invoked to compute Gro¨bner
bases with respect to graded reverse lexicographic term ordering, and the computed Gro¨bner bases
are then converted to lex Gro¨bner bases by changing the term ordering using either the FGLM
algorithm for the zero-dimensional case [18] or the Gro¨bner walk otherwise [11]. Unfortunately,
the built-in implementation of the Gro¨bner walk algorithm in Maple is very inefficient and it is
the current bottleneck of our implementation.
Finally, we add a few remarks to conclude the paper: we have studied characteristic pairs (that is,
pairs of reduced lex Gro¨bner bases and normal triangular sets) and the problem of characteristic
decomposition (that is, decomposition of arbitrary polynomial sets into characteristic pairs). We
have proved a number of properties about characteristic pairs and characteristic decomposition,
and proposed an algorithm with implementation for the decomposition. The algorithm explores
the inherent connection between Ritt characteristic sets and lex Gro¨bner bases and involves mainly
the computation of lex Gro¨bner bases; normal triangular sets are obtained as by-product almost
for free. Associated to a characteristic decomposition {(G1, C1), . . . , (Gt, Ct)} of a polynomial set P
are zero decompositions
Z(P) = Z(G1) ∪ · · · ∪ Z(Gt) = Z(C1/ ini(Ct)) ∪ · · · ∪ Z(Ct/ ini(Ct))
and the corresponding radical ideal decompositions
√
〈P〉 =
√
〈G1〉 ∪ · · · ∪
√
〈Gt〉 =
√
sat(C1) ∪ · · · ∪
√
sat(Ct).
In these decompositions, the reduced lex Gro¨bner bases G1, . . . ,Gt and normal triangular sets
C1, . . . , Ct are closely linked and well structured polynomial sets whose usefulness has been widely
recognized.
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